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Our mission is to create a powerful platform for 
conscious leaders to activate their potential and 

share their soul messages with the world.

Sponsorship Proposal

"I so love what you are doing. This is why I was so eager to endorse your
book, Rise. This work that you are doing with Rise and helping people truly
rise in their life, is so needed right now and you do it with such brilliance,
sincerity, authenticity, clarity. I just want to encourage everybody to read
your book and to follow all that you are doing"
 
~Marci Shimoff, #1 NY Times Best-selling Author, Keynote Speaker, World-
Renowned Transformational Teacher, Feature in the movie: “The Secret”

MovementTh
e

REMEMBER • INSPIRE • SHARE • ELEVATE



It is Our Sacred Mission to Support at Least One Million People to RISE to Their Full
Potential. 
R.I.S.E stands for
Remember
Why you Came Here; 
You have a Soul Purpose and a Sacred Mission that Only You Can Bring into the World
Inspire
Others by Being Yourself; 
Authentic and Vulnerable, Human and Divine
Share
Your Story and Your Heart; 
The Wisdom you Gained through Your Life Journey is Gold
Elevate
Others to RISE

MISSION

www.therisemovement.org

Nuna Isi Ma is a Bestselling Author, Transformational
Leader, and founder of The Rise Movement.

To align with her soul mission, she let go of her successful
business and instead traveled the world for four years
together with her partner and three young children and
lived in the most profound places on Earth.

She is the host of the Rise Podcast and the host of the
Rise transformational summits who interviewed some of
the greatest transformational leaders including: Dr John
Gray, Dr Joe Vitale, Dr John Demartini, Marci Shimoff,
Christy Whitman, Hale Dwoskin and many great others.

Nunaisi is certified in dozens of healing modalities and for
almost 3 decades, helps people transform their life story,
unlock their innate genius and live their best lives.

FOUNDER



WHY SPONSOR

VISIBILITY
Each summit is broadcast to thousands of people and featured in various media,
including: press releases, social platforms, relevant blogs; podcasts; radio, etc. 

We are exponentially growing our database through collaboration with other
transformational leaders around the world. 

ENGAGEMENT
We have a strategic plan for targeting our audience, which includes organic and paid
advertising on most social media platforms as well as affiliate relationships with
influencers and experts. 

EXPERTISE
Support personal and professional development for a diverse group of people all rising
to their full potential. 

We take pride in featuring top experts in the field of self development,  transformation
and conscious leadership. 

Each speaker has a large platform, exposing the summit to a combined audience of over
300,000 warm followers, who are in alignment with our target market and demographic.

"Your cause, your movement, what you're doing is very important, and I'm
glad to be part of it. I've greatly enjoyed it. And as I've said repeatedly, I love
what you're doing, so keep on doing it. You're making a difference, you're
inspiring men and women, and thank you" 

~Dr. Joe Vitale #1 NY best selling author of over 80 books, movies, TV, and
radio personality; musician; and one of the top 50 inspirational speakers in
the world. Feature in the movie: “The Secret”



SummitsSummitsSummits
REMEMBER • INSPIRE • SHARE • ELEVATE

RISE Summits takes pride in creating a high-end events, well organized, streamlined and
professional.  

Online Summits showcasing soul-stirring conversations on life purpose, transformation
and personal power with the world’s most renowned thought leaders, trauma experts,
psychotherapists, authors, doctors, life coaches and more. 

Combined reach of over 300, 000 warm leads to deliver your message to an aligned
audience.

In our previous summits, we featured a top lineup of speakers such as:

Proudly Presents:
Purpose & Profit
22-26 October 2022

ABOUT RISE SUMMITS

As well as Hale Dwoskin, Christy Whitman, Bob Doyle, Sherri Winston, Dr Arielle
Schwartz, Marie Diamond, Debra Poneman, Rhonda Britten and many other top-class

experts.

#1 NYT Best-selling Author, Keynote Speaker, World-
Renowned Transformational Teacher, Feature in the
movie: “The Secret”

#1 NYT Best-selling Author  of over 80 books, movies,
TV, and radio personality; musician; and one of the top
50 inspirational speakers in the world. Feature in the
movie: “The Secret”

A world-renowned specialist in human behavior, a 
researcher, best selling author and global educator. 
Feature in the movie: “The Secret”

Best-selling Author of over 20 books, including the
classics of all times: Men are from Mars, women are
from Venus. Relationship Expert.



DEMOGRAPHICS

Healers, therapists, mentors, coaches, consultants and experts
Soul-aligned, heart-centered entrepreneurs
Humans who are awakening to their sovereign power
People on the healing, transformation and self growth path
Change makers who are ready to lead others

OUR TARGET AUDIENCE

71% of women entrepreneurs start a business to make a difference in the
world, compared to 63% of men. (Global Entrepreneurship Monitor)

Women are an increasingly educated, entrepreneurial and driven
demographic, responsible for shaping buying trends and moving a
tremendous amount of money worldwide. 

Whether directly or through their influence, women’s purchasing 
power can be attributed to the multiplier effect.

https://www.babson.edu/media/babson/assets/blank-center/GEM-2019-2020-US-Report.pdf


Sponsorship Level Investment Sponsor Benefits

Conscious Connector

Get your brand exposed
to thousands of
potential new clients
that are aligned with
your company

$2 500
Your clickable logo on the Rise Summits homepage
Thank you mention during Summit kick off
Placement on Summit sponsors page
Feature in various media, including: videos, relevant blogs;
podcasts; radio, etc.

Trail Blazer

Get your brand
connected to thousands
of potential new clients
that are aligned with
your company

$5 000

Highlight the thought leaders in your company as featured
speakers and panelists.
Promotion in upcoming media: marketing emails, social
media platforms
Press releases to various media outlets pre summit
Ad in digital summit work book
Your logo + company description and link exposure to all
attendees via a dedicated email presenting all sponsors two
days before the start of the event.

All benefits of the Conscious Connector Package included
PLUS:

Game Changer

Get your brand 
promoted to thousands
of new potential clients
who are aligned with
your company. You get
constant exposure

$7 500
Your logo featured on 7 different summit video sessions
Your logo featured on 7 different summit speakers pages
Dedicated summit sponsors campaigns with pre-marketing
and follow-up promotions
Organic and paid advertising on most social media platforms
Beyond the summit, lifetime presence as the summit
becomes evergreen to keep sponsor’s name visible
Exclusivity in your category

All benefits of the Trail Blazer Package included PLUS:

Transformation Titan

(Only available for 1
brand)Your brand
powers the entire
summit. You get
maximum exposure &
endorsement to sky-
rocket your company

$10 000

Your logo featured on all summit speakers pages
Your logo featured on all summit video sessions 
VIP passes for staff and special clients 
Logo and company in printed multi-author book following
the summit
Your company video clip on our summit sessions
Dedicated promo emails featuring your company logo &
description to all attendees before and after the event. 

The entire summit is powered by you
All benefits of the Game Changer Package PLUS:

We want to offer you a custom tailored plan that will suit your brand marketing needs and we
are open to having a conversation and see what your needs are, whether it's exposure or, new
audience or, marketing, sales. 



Kufunda Village is a learning centre In Zimbabwe - coming together in community

Kufunda Village supports communities to heal the social fabric, acknowledging and
using the wealth and resources they have; and enabling them to become strong,
empowered agents of their own destiny. Healing in community is something they are
living through each day at Kufunda - learning how to become more whole.
 
We are discovering a great power in a community that collectively chooses to move
towards health and possibility. Many of our community processes are built on a
foundation of appreciation, celebrating the best of what is, and from there dreaming
what may be possible as we build on these foundations.

https://www.kufunda.org/

CHARITABLE PARTNER

PAST & PRESENT SPONSORS

"I so appreciate you and I have so much gratitude for what you're creating,
Nunaisi and I'm delighted to be a part of it. Thank you so much for having
me."

~Amrita Grace, Award-winning, international bestselling author and
emerging visionary leader in the Feminine Sexual Empowerment
Movement.



TESTIMONIALS

❝Thank you Nuna Isi Ma for your beautiful creation, facilitation and presence for this
Summit on what is the most pressing matter for humanity at this time. I am in awe of
you and all your wonderful presenters. Sending much love and blessings❞ 
~Andrew Solomon ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝Nuna Isi Your passion for healing and rising above is infectious. This was a wonderful,
informative summit. I especially resonated with Hale Dwoskin. I may look him up in
Sedona. I am looking forward to the release of the book!❞ 
~Deborah Levine ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝I loved this summit. Had some great speakers and information about healing from past
trauma.❞ ~Marilee ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝I have attended many summits and you did a great job putting it all together. Including
the gifts each speaker had for the audience. I really liked the format the talk and the
gifts below in the same page. Many summit host they have a separate link for the
information or gifts from the speaker and it can be confusing. Yours was straight
forward and well organised and educational. Great selection of speakers. Love it!! Thank
you for all the work you are doing in the world. Humanity needs this right now.❞ 
~Maria ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 

❝You warm my heart just by existing and being you. I am a shattered woman, and the
love you are pouring out with . this series is profoundly healing for me. For at least the
hour that I listen, I am not in agony and I am reminded of the existence of the goodness
of femininity.❞ ~Jodi S ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝Thank you for this wonderful journey- so happy to see all this beautiful woman- doing
their sacred work. Thank you for sharing this wisdom with the people- and for you
wonderful rise summit- many people will have a lot of good inspirations. Lots of Love to
all of you.❞ ~Andrea Zen ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝Dear Nuna Isi, thank you so much for your work and all Those precious Impulses that
"Rise" left Behind to continue my work... Blessings to you!❞ 
~Katharina Fuchs ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝The R.I.S.E. summit was so empowering when Dr. Ray spoke of doing somatic healing
and not just talk therapy. This was transformative me after a rape I went through in
2018. I am so inspired to keep healing and release residual shame.❞ 
~K Lorrie ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝It was eye opening and informative! Absolutely amazing!❞ 
~Luann ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐



❝You held a very warm space. I thought you were really good as the host and your
questions were always so clear. And you did not digress from your message.❞ 
~Kaytlyn ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝Love your sharing at the end of the Summit. I can feel your passion and see your good
work in the people you have worked with. Keep up with the spirit! Love.❞ 
~Cindy ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝I enjoyed the summit very much. It was enlightening and heart warming. Would have
purchased the series if I had a better income. Thank you very much!❞ 
~Vanessa ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝It was extremely interesting, the quality of the speakers, their interventions amazed
me.❞ ~Vanessa Rousselle ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝I genuinely can't think of any way to improve it. I particularly enjoyed the fact you gave
us some of your wisdom, too. I do think it is always good to have insights from both
people.❞ ~Amanda Jones ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝It was a transformative summit! I got so much out of it. It was life altering and precisely
what I needed to hear!❞ ~Nav Jassar ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝Thank you for your inspirational interviews on this RISE Summit...many were with
people I wasn't familiar with already, so it was a a very enjoyable experience learning for
a diverse group on very sensitive subjects!! Many blessings Nuna Isi...❞ 
~ Sunshine M ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝I really appreciated this event happening and loved the title RISE, Thank you most
kindly . I especially enjoyed Hale Dwoskins very simple technique with easy questions so
our feelings, thoughts , situations , motives and the personal sense of, can be noticed
from within , rather that suppress and resist ! Wonderful series all round ! Kind thanks
again !!❞ ~ Kate Burke ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝I want to thank you for the opportunity to hear such great speakers. I learned a lot. I
took a lot to my help me with my trauma in my day to day life and to work with my
clients.❞ ~ Grace Serafim ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

❝I found this course to be a fabulous source of personally helpful information. I was
reluctant to do the course feeling like I had done enough work in these areas already. I
am so happy I chose to do it. I have been able to use the processes to work through
much of my residual childhood trauma in an easy comfortable manner. I am beyond
grateful for all Nunaisi and her colleagues offered. Thank you is just to little to express
myself. I feel like a new person.❞ 
~ Carol Kalf ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐



therisemovement.org connect@therisemovement.org

Thank YouThank You

+27 60 976 3103risesummits.com


